


Overview 1.9 billion people
worldwide purchase goods online

E-commerce continues to affirm 
the future development trend

Development trend

Being an effective and reputable 
promotion channel to the community 
and consumers for businesses

Effective promotion channel

Effective, fast and convenient shopping 
channel for consumers.

Convenient shopping place

Consumers and sellers have an easy 
platform to share values.

A place that brings values

In the context of consumers losing interest in 
shopping at traditional stores, the e-commerce 
market is taking the opportunity to enter a time of 
strong growth. US$4.000 billion

Expected revenue in 2020



CashBackPro introduction
The smart shopper point earning program based on technology platform 4.0

Easily search and deploy sales programs to the consumer 
community

For sellers

Consumers can easily select suitable products and receive points 
to be able to redeem rewards or the corresponding amount of 
money
.

For buyers

Earn points is a method of customer care that businesses, shops, ... applying to their 
members when buying goods. Previously, the popular way is earn point card or membership 
card. These are the cards commonly used in supermarkets and stores and are gradually 
becoming more popular. In the past, earn point cards were made of paper, then transferred to 
hard cards and applied on the phone…

Therefore, we have launched a point earning system based on Blockchain technology 
application and 4.0 technology platform, and applied on e-commerce platform to bring 
convenience to users



With	the	large	consumer	community,	
you	can	easily	make	plans	related	to	
products	and	markets.

Large	consumer	community

The	system	helps	you	easily	to	create	
shopping	and	consumer	stimulation	
programs	and	get	cashback	from	the	
system

Join sales	cashback programs

With	a	large	global	community,	you	can	
easily	be	cross-border	sales	across	the	
globe	with	consumers	in	many	countries.

Cross-border	 sales

Millions	of	different	products	with	
thousands	of	suppliers	make	consumers	

shop	easily.

Variety	products	 shopping

Proactive	cashback	shopping	
program	from	the	system	helps	you	
easily	turn	expenses	into	incomes.				

Cashback	shopping

This	is	a	global	system	so	you	can	easily	
build	large	community	relationships	with	us.

Join the	global	 community

BUY SELL

Benefits of the system

Buyer Seller



Development roadmap

2018 Q.1,2 2019 Q.3,4 2019 Q.1.2020 2020

We look for solutions and technologies which are 
suitable for the development roadmap of the project

Solution and technology research
Starting taking the project to market 

and building the first community.

Community building
Expanding the global network, bringing 

CBP to international exchanges

Network expansion

Beginning to apply point-based 
shopping programs on the system.

Point-based online shopping 
platform implementation

We focus the best resources to build 
platform system.

System building



CBP reward program

We offer a flexible 
mechanism aim to help 

buyers and sellers promote 
automated commodity 

trading.

Flexible system
Your funds are always safe 

and continuous

Safety
Turn spending into your 

income quickly and easily

Proactive plans
Participating in our system, 

you are joined in global 
commodity trading network

Looking for relationships

You can easily build future 
financial goals with us.

Smart income

This is a customer appreciation program when trading on CashBackPro E-

commerce exchange. When you buy a product on the system, you will be 

rewarded a number of CBP by the seller based on the amount you have traded. 

The number of CBP that you are rewarded will be converted into USD 

according to the current CBP value, and you will receive 10 times this 

conversion value.

When joining in CashBackPro, the amount you receive will be gradually paid 

0.05% per your current balance and be paid daily.

X10



CBP reward shopping method
Simple CBP reward shopping method for everyone

You register your account into the 
system.

Register your account
The system has a variety of deposit 
portals, you can deposit BTC, ETH, 

BCH ....

Deposit
Choose the product that suits your 

needs and pay the seller.

Select goods

The system will automatically refund 
daily to you gradually until the end.

Receive cash-back 
CBP When you have enough the minimum 

withdrawal amount, you can withdraw money 
from the system easily by BTC, ETH, BCH ....

Convert and withdraw money

The system has a variety of incomes to 
help you can make extra income from 

different rewards.

Get rewards



Process of CBP reward product purchasing transactions

CBP+
The	money	that	you	are	rewarded	is	

automatically	X10	times	and		be	added	
to	your	wallet.

Cashback wallet	(USD)

The	seller	rewards	CBP	for	the	buyers
Seller

CBP The	wallet	contains	the	CBP	coin	of	the	
system.

CBP wallet

USD
Your	primary	wallet.	This	is	the	portal	to	
deposit	and	withdraw	the	system’s	primary	
wallet	via	BTC,	ETH,	BCH	…

Primary	wallet	(USD)

Gradually		pay	daily
0.05%

Instant	
conversion

CBP	reward

Seller
Shopping



Affiliate marketing program
The Affiliate program allows all members to increase their income by introducing project for 
other shoppers to join. Conditions for joining the Affiliate program are very simple
.

F1

F2

F3
9 lifetime affiliate commission system helps you increase 
your income proactively

Various commission

Your reward shopping is  not limited by conditions. It all 
depends on your ability

Unlimited income

You can make extra income by referring other members to 
join in shopping on the system.

Flexible income



Affiliate marketing program commission for the seller
9 lifetime affiliate commission system helps you increase your income proactively.

Note:
1. Commission will be directly paid to your CBP+ wallet.
2. Sufficient condition for getting commission: You must be a GOLD member

F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8 F9

2% 1.5% 1% 0.5%  0.25%  0.125% 0.0625% 0.03% 0.015%



Affiliate marketing program commission for the buyer
9 lifetime affiliate commission system helps you increase your  income proactively.

F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8 F9

2% 1%  1%  1%  1%  1% 1%  1% 1%

Note:
1. Commission will be directly paid to your CBP+ wallet.
2. Sufficient condition for getting commission: You must be a GOLD member



100%
Reward	money	will	be	for	you	
and	be	always	guaranteed



GOLD membership program

Enjoying GOLD benefits from the 
system and getting referral commissions 

from X10 investment program. 

Benefit
Enjoying unlimited commission types 
and rewards from the system: X10 
investment referral commissions, GOLD 
upgrade commissions and title 
commissions.

Rights

GOLD members can proactively develop their 
membership network to increase income and 

generate passive income every day. 

Community development



Upgrade normal members to GOLD members
You can upgrade to GOLD membership at anytime.

Normal	member	 GOLD	member
Upgrade fee 
200 USD

Investment	wallet
+	200$



Commission of GOLD membership upgrade program
9 lifetime affiliate commission system helps you increase your income proactively.

F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8 F9

10% 8%  6%  4%  2%  1% 0.5%  0.25% 0.1%

Note:
1. Commission will be paid to your Primary Wallet directly.
2. Sufficient condition for getting commission: You must be a GOLD member



GOLD membership title commission
Commissions are for members who have network development achievements.

HIERARCHY CONDITION BENEFIT OF VOUCHER GLOBAL	COMMISSION

GOLD	1 100	GOLD Co-benefit of 2% globally 
(Practitioner) $1.000 Bonus

GOLD 2 1.000 GOLD Co-benefit of 2% globally 
(Practitioner) $10.000 Bonus

GOLD 3 10.000	GOLD Co-benefit of 1% globally 
(Commissioner) $100.000 Bonus

Note:
1. The number of GOLDs is calculated across the system from you down
2. There are at least 2 community groups in the system. The maximum amount of Gold in a system is only 50 Gold
3. Commission will be paid to your Primary Wallet directly
4. You need to have 10 GOLDs to sponsor you directly



CBP
Main	transaction	currency	in	the	CashBackPro system



ConversionUser

TechnologyApplication

Main Cryptocurrency of 
CashBackPro system.     

CBP

• Users own CBP through direct 
investment or purchase on the 
system.

• CashBackPro system pays daily 
interest for investments through CBP.

Own CBP

• CBP is the main application in the 
CashBackPro system.

• Being traded on international 
exchanges

User application

• CBP is used as a transaction currency  
in the CBP system.

• Investors need CBP to invest in the 
system.

• Converting between CBP and USD 
instantly

Liquidity

• CBP applies smart contract technology 
of Ethereum.

• Security capability, quick and safe 
transaction.

Technology application

CBP
Being a Cryptocurrency of the CashBackPro project. This is a global payment network that is fully decentralized 

without any central authorities. This is a market-based ecosystem where buyers and sellers meet to make 
transactions related to financial, service or product.



CBP Description CBP	is	a	smart	contract	built	on	the	ERC20	
technology	platform	of	Ethereum.	ERC-20	is	a	
technical	standard	used	for	smart	contracts	on	
the	Ethereum Blockchain.

30%

10%

40%

20%

Main	application	 in	the	system

Delivery	through	 the	3rd	application

The	company	stores	to	make	a	reserve	fund

Token	Code:	 CBP

Starting	price	:	1	USD	/	CBP

Total	Token	Supply:	102.000.000	CBP

Token	name:	CBP

Circulating	on	 the	exchanges



CBP growth potential

CBP is a condition for investors to 
invest in the CBP system so it always 
creates demand for CBP

Transaction system

CBP is constantly circulated on the 
exchanges and accumulated by investors 
because CBP price will always increase 
due to high demand of the market

Circulation and investment

CBP is used as an accumulation point in 
the e-commerce system and application 
in CashBackPro

Application in point-based 
ecosystem

The value of CBP is expressed as a 
major currency in the commercial 

transactions of the CashBackPro system.

Application currency in 
the future

You are interested in 
finding a 
Cryptocurrency being 
reputable and has high 
growth potential

Let CBP be part of your asset. 
Thanks to continuous growth,
CBP will be an indispensable 
currency in your portfolio.



60% 40%CashBackPro
Global Application in 
E-commerce Application in E-

commerce
Guaranteed 

investment programs



THANK YOU
support@cashbackpro.net
Email

https://cashbackpro.net
Website


